
Mid-course checkpoint
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Wiki work plan should be filled by Monday 8.2.
The first version of the Wiki project should be ready by 28.2.

Week Lect. Date Topic

Week 1 1 Mon 11.1. Structure of crystalline materials. Symmetry.

Structure 2 Wed 13.1. Structural databases, visualization of crystal structures.

Week 2 3 Mon 18.1. Bonding in solids. Description of crystal structures.

Bonding 4 Wed 20.1. Band theory. Band structures.

Week 3 5 Mon 25.1. Phase diagrams, crystal growth.

Synthesis 6 Wed 27.1. Solid state synthesis.

Week 4 7 Mon 1.2. XRD, Miller indices. Powder XRD databases. Microscopies.

Characterization 8 Wed 3.2. Spectroscopies and thermal analysis.

Week 5 9 Mon 8.2. Abundance of elements, geochemistry, minerals.

Main groups 10 Wed 10.2. Main group compounds, allotropes, Zintl phases.

Week 6 11 Mon 15.2. d-block metals, ligand field theory, magnetism.

d-block metals 12 Wed 17.2. d-block metal oxides and other compounds.

Week 7 13 Mon 1.3. At 14-16. Defects, non-stoichiometric compounds.

Defects and doping 14 Wed 3.3. At 12-14. Semiconductors, doping, electrical properties.



Lecture 9: Geochemistry, minerals

• Geochemistry

– The origin and abundance of elements

– Goldchmidt classification

– Geophysical exploration

• Minerals

– Systematic classification

– Silicates

– Aluminosilicates

– Hardness as an example of a physical 
property
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Figures: AJK

Solid State Chemistry CHEM-E4155, Antti Karttunen, Aalto University, 2021



Literature
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Link

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html


The origin of chemical elements
• Big Bang nucleosynthesis (H, He, some Li)

• Stellar nucleosynthesis

– Elements up to Ni are created by fusion reactions (see Table below)

• Elements heavier than iron are created by neutron and proton capture processes

– Supernova nucleosynthesis and merging neutron stars (ongoing research!)

4Ref: Treatise on Geochemistry, Vol 1, p. 9 



Main origin of chemical elements
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Figure: Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_nucleosynthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernova_nucleosynthesis
http://blog.sdss.org/2017/01/09/origin-of-the-elements-in-the-solar-system/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nucleosynthesis_periodic_table.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernova_nucleosynthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supernova_nucleosynthesis
http://blog.sdss.org/2017/01/09/origin-of-the-elements-in-the-solar-system/


Abundances of the elements 
in the Solar system

Two general trends: 

1. A decrease in abundance as elements become heavier

2. An alternation of abundance in elements as they have even or odd atomic numbers (the 
Oddo-Harkins rule, arises from the details of the helium burning process)
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Figure: Wikipedia

Ordinary (baryonic) matter in the universe is estimated to be 
74% H, 24% He, and 2% heavier elements

Li, Be, B produced by nuclear fusion, 
then destroyed by other reactions

Fe and Ni are common because Ni-62, Fe-58, and Fe-56 represent the 
minimum energy nuclides produced in stellar nucleosynthesis

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SolarSystemAbundances.svg


Abundances of the elements 
in the Earth’s crust
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Figure: AJK

Volatile light 
elements: H, He, Ne, 
N, C (hydrocarbons)

Anomalously low abundance in 
comparison to solar abundance
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

Shannon ionic radii:
O2– = 140 pm
Si4+ = 40 pm

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html


Goldschmidt classification (1)
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Figure: Wikipedia

Some elements have more than one affinity! 
Only the main affinity is given in the table.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldschmidt_classification


Goldschmidt classification (2)

• Lithophile = rock-loving elements

– Remain on or close to the surface because they combine readily with oxygen, 
forming compounds that do not sink into the core

– The strong affinity for oxygen causes them to associate very strongly with 
silica, forming relatively low-density minerals that thus float to the crust

– Many lithophile metals are of considerable value as structural metals 
(magnesium, aluminium, titanium, vanadium), but the process 
of smelting these metals is extremely energy-intensive

• Siderophile = iron-loving elements

– High-density transition metals which tend to sink into the core because they 
dissolve readily in iron either as solid solutions or in the molten state

– Many siderophile elements have very small affinity for oxygen (e.g. gold)

– Form stronger bonds with carbon or sulfur, but even these are not strong 
enough to separate out with the chalcophile elements

– Include technologically highly important precious metals

10Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldschmidt_classification

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldschmidt_classification


Goldschmidt classification (3)
• Chalcophile = chalcogen-loving / ore-loving elements

– Remain on or close to the surface because they combine readily with sulfur 
and/or some other chalcogen other than oxygen, forming compounds which 
do not sink into the core

– Sulfides are much denser than the silicate minerals formed by lithophile
elements and chalcophile elements separated below the lithophiles at the 
time of the first crystallisation of the Earth's crust

– Because the minerals they form are nonmetallic, this depletion has not 
reached the levels found with siderophile elements

– Chalcophiles can be easily extracted by reduction with coke

• Atmophile = gas-loving (volatile) elements

– Remain mostly on or above the surface because they are, or occur in, liquids 
and/or gases at temperatures and pressures found on the surface

– Strongly depleted on earth as a whole relative to their solar abundances 
owing to losses from the atmosphere during the formation of the Earth

– Carbon: CO, CO2, hydrocarbons

11Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldschmidt_classification

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldschmidt_classification


Structure of Earth
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Figure:  http://www.spring8.or.jp/en/news_publications/research_highlights/no_57/

Figure: http://backreaction.blogspot.fi/2010/06/diamonds-in-earth-science.html

Liquid

Solid

Solid

Example: graphite-diamond phase transition 
occurs at ~130 km depth for T = 800°C

http://www.spring8.or.jp/en/news_publications/research_highlights/no_57/
http://backreaction.blogspot.fi/2010/06/diamonds-in-earth-science.html


Geophysical exploration

• Seismic methods

– Example: Reflection seismology

– When a seismic wave travelling through the Earth encounters an interface 
between two materials with different acoustic impedances, some of the wave 
energy will reflect off the interface and some will refract through the interface

– Seismic source: dynamite, seismic vibrator (“thumper truck”)

• Geodesy and gravity techniques

• Magnetic techniques (e.g. aeromagnetic surveys)

• Electrical and electromagnetic techniques 

– Magnetotellurics

– Electrical resistivity tomography

– Ground-penetrating radar

• The brute-force approach: drill a hole and explore what comes out (next slide)
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Kola Superdeep Borehole

• Drilling began in 1970, reached 12 262 meters in 1989

– Abandoned in 2006

– Mariana Trench: 10 994 m

• Site of fascinating geophysical discoveries, but actually 
reached only 1/3 of the estimated thickness of the Baltic 
continental crust (35 km)

14Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kola_Superdeep_Borehole

The borehole, 
welded shut 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kola_Superdeep_Borehole


Accessibility and supply of elements (1)

15Ref: A. J. Hunt, T. J. Farmer and J. H. Clark, in Element Recovery and Sustainability, ed. A. J. Hunt, Royal Society of Chemistry, London, 2013, ch. 1, pp. 1–28



• The crustal abundance of elements is not equal to their accessibility

– Elements are not equally distributed throughout the Earth

• Some elements have been declared to be Critical Raw Materials (CRM) by EU

• For example, Rare Earth Elements (REE) are often discussed as critical in supply

– For REE, it is actually a question of supply and demand

– Currently, China is producing them cheaply enough

– If the price increases, known locations can be opened in US, Canada, …

• So far, new supply of elements has always emerged when the price has been right

• The key question is, should we really push to find more elements at any cost?

– Enviromental problems become more severe as previously inaccessible
resources are being utilized

– Minerals are one of the most important reasons to human conflicts
(for example, Democratic Republic of the Congo)

– It is not sensible to use easily accessible resources for non-recyclable use-
once-throw-away consumer goods and leave no reserves for the future

• Possible remedies: 1) Plan the use of resources in a better way; 2) improve
recycling/re-use; 3) substitute CRMs with new functional materials

– All these tasks require chemists and materials scientists!
16

Accessibility and supply of elements (2)

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/raw-materials/specific-interest/critical_fi


Minerals
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Minerals
• 1995 definition of a mineral from The International Association of Minerals (IMA):

– "A mineral is an element or chemical compound that is normally crystalline 
and that has been formed as a result of geological processes“

• More detailed (and controversial) definition (Tasa 2007):

1. Naturally occurring

2. Stable at room temperature

3. Represented by a chemical formula (note: many are solid solutions!)

4. Usually abiogenic (not resulting from the activity of living organisms)

5. Ordered atomic arrangement

• IMA has approved over 5500 minerals (2020)

18



Mineral-related databases

• IMA Database of Mineral Properties: http://rruff.info/ima/

– For instructions, see MyCourses -> Databases -> IMA documentation

• The RRUFF™ Project: http://rruff.info

– Integrated database of Raman spectra, X-ray diffraction and chemistry data for 
minerals (> 20 000 Raman spectra)

– For instructions, see MyCourses -> Databases -> RRUFF documentation

• American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database (AMSCSD)

– Over 4000 crystal structures

– Shortcut to all structures: http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/all_minerals.php

• Minerals are a popular topic and hence Wikipedia is also an excellent resource

– https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Minerals_by_crystal_system
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http://rruff.info/ima/
http://rruff.info/
http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/all_minerals.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Minerals_by_crystal_system
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

Silicates form 90% of the Earth’s crust

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html


Silicates
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Ref: West p. 81

Figures: AJK

α-quartz SiO2

P3221 (154)
Fosterite Mg2SiO4

Pbnm (62)

”Tectosilicates”,  Quartz family + 
aluminosilicates: 75% of the crust
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Aluminosilicates: Feldspars
• By far the most abundant group of 

minerals in the earth's crust, forming 
about 60% of terrestrial rocks
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Feldspar K(AlSi3O8)
C 1 2/m (12)

Figure: AJK

Figure: Wikipedia
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Feldspar_group.svg


Aluminosilicates: Zeolites

• Microporous aluminosilicate minerals

– Cronstedt 1756: heating stilbite, 
NaCa4(Si27Al9)O72·28(H2O), produced steam

– Zéō -> to boil

– Líthos -> rock

• Can be considered as molecular sieves, with actual 
industrial applications in:

– Ion-exhange (e.g. water purification and 
softening)

– Catalysis (e.g. In petrochemical industry)

• http://www.iza-structure.org/databases/

• http://www.hypotheticalzeolites.net/
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LTA zeolite  (Pm-3m)
[Na12(H2O)27]8[Al12Si12 O48]8
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Figure: AJK

Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeolite

http://www.iza-structure.org/databases/
http://www.hypotheticalzeolites.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeolite


Hardness of minerals
as an example of 

physical property trends
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html
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Some Fundamentals of Mineralogy and Geochemistry, L. Bruce Railsback, http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

http://railsback.org/FundamentalsIndex.html

